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NewsNews  

DG REGIO released fact sheet on Community Led Local 

Development 

DG REGIO recently released fact sheet on Community Led Local Development. The 

document is available here.  

Opinion of EESC on LEADER as a tool for local development 

The document is available here.  

EventsEvents  

5th Workshop on biodiversity issues in lake areas  

18. -21. April 2012. Val de Drugeon, France  

Forum Synergies, Global Nature Fund and Fédération des Conservatoires d‟Espaces 

Naturels cordially invite you to the last in a series of five workshops on participatory 

implementation strategies of environmental policies in lake areas. The workshops are 

meant to empower civil society actors to contribute to participatory sustainable 

development, and shall yield recommendations to local and EU governments about more 

participatory ways to implement environmental policies. For any questions regarding 

programme or registration please contact lakeproject@forum-synergies.eu. More 

Conference "Local agriculture and short food supply chains"  

20. April 2012, Brussels, Belgium 

This event will explore ways and means to mobilise and value the economic potential of 

local agriculture and short food supply chains. It is a joint initiative of Dacian Cioloş, 

European Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development, and John Dalli, European 

Commissioner for Health and Consumer Policy. More  

4th International Rural Tourism and Agrotourism Fair 
AGROTRAVEL 2012  

20. – 22. April 2012 Kielce, Poland 

AGROTRAVEL is the biggest, most colorful, lively and "delicious" exhibition of Rural and 

Agricultural Tourism in Poland. It gathers presentations of Polish and international 

Regions, Local Working Groups and agricultural tourism Associations. It is a perfect place 

to present attractive rural holiday offers, regional dishes and artistic craftwork on the 

Polish market. The Fair will be accompanied by an International Conference "Perspectives 

of Rural Tourism Development in Europe".  More 

ENRD LEADER event: Conference on Local Development Strategies 
and Cooperation  

27. – 28. April 2012. Brussels, Belgium 

The conference aims at enhancing quality and implementation of the local development 

strategies, integrating cooperation as a key component of local development strategy and 

encouraging a new wave of transnational cooperation projects. Local Action Group 

representatives, members of the Leader Subcommittee, members of DG REGIO, DG 

MARE and other EU organizations are expected to take part in this event built on a 

combination of plenary session, thematic workshops and cooperation market. More 

TNC opportunitiesTNC opportunities  

TNC offer from Greece 

Regional Development Company of Parnonas from Greece prepared proposal on project 

titled “Short Mediterranean Stories: Action of culture, gastronomy and art” . The main 

objective of the programme is to create a network of Mediterranean‟s regions, in which 

major traditions are represented as cultural points. More 

About PREPARE: 

The PREPARE partnership is a group of European and national non -government organizations. The partnership 
was created in 1999 and has expanded as new national rural movements have joined. The aim of PREPARE 
programme is to strengthen civil society and to promote multi -national exchange in rural development, with a 
main focus on the new EU member states of Central and Eastern Europe, as well as accession countries and 
the "new neighbours" of the enlarged EU.  

 

The main founder of PREPARE activities is Charles Steward MOTT Foundation .  

 

You are currently subscribed to PREPARE NEWSLETTER mailing list. To unsubscribe click here .  

PREPARE OG meeting 

PREPARE Organising Group meeting was held on 22nd and 23rd March in Brussels. 

The main topics and conclusions of the meeting were:  

 approval of the membership of a new network in PREPARE - Rural Development 

Network of Republic Macedonia;  

 PREPARE team started with preparations of the workshop in Turkey; initiation of 

four bilateral co-operation projects in the target countries;  

 CAP reform process;  

 involvement of PREPARE in the EU projects and co-operation with other European 

rural networks like ERA, ERCA and ELARD. 

ENRD launched a photo competition “Images of Rural Europe” 
promoted by Local Action Groups 

Images of Rural Europe aims to celebrate the beauty and diversity of Rural Europe 

by collecting photos covering a variety of rural development themes, from all EU Member 

States. All photos will be considered for inclusion in a major EU „Travelling‟ Exhibition‟ 

during 2012/2013. The exhibition will begin with a high profile launch ceremony at the 

European Commission Headquarters Berlaymont in Brussels, where the Commissioner for 

Agriculture and Rural Development Mr Dacian Cioloş, will present the awards for „best 

photos‟ in each category to the winning photographers. The exhibition will also showcase 

a number of short-listed photos in each category. 

The Images of Rural Europe competition is open to all professional and amateur 

photographers who are resident in one of the EU Member States. Each entrant may 

submit as many photos as s/he wishes but must do so directly through their Local 

Action Group (LAG).  

The last day for submission of photos from LAGs is Friday 18th May 2012.  

More: www.ruralimages.eu 

LDnet published on-line e-book on Local development 

Local Development network—LDnet recently published the first edition of the “Local 

Development e-Book” on its website. The e-book is a dynamic document and its 

development and publication form an on-going process. Chapters are released as soon as 

their review is complete and over time new chapters will be added and old ones will be 

revised and/or replaced. The e-book is approaching Local Development from a variety of 

angles and approaches, thus providing a well rounded picture covering both theory and 

practice. www.ldnet.eu 

PREPARE wishes you Happy Easter Holidays! 
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